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Prandtl-number dependence of interior temperature and velocity fluctuations
in turbulent convection
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Temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations are measured in turbulent Rayleigh-Be´nard convection at the
center of an approximately unit aspect ratio container of cylindrical cross section. Our measurements show that
the Rayleigh-number scaling exponentg of the interior temperature fluctuations~i.e.,sT /DT;Rag) is a strong
and nontrivial function of the Prandtl number in the range 2.9,Pr,12.4. Other measurements at constant
Ra52.03109 show that the interior turbulent fluctuations decrease significantly with increasing Pr; the tem-
perature and velocity fluctuations decrease by about;45% and;68% over our range in Pr.
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The study of turbulent Rayleigh-Be´nard convection has
been vigorously pursued during the past three years@1#. Con-
certed experimental, theoretical, and computational eff
have sought to explain the global and local properties
turbulent convection. The characterization that is sought
experiments and theories alike, is the variation of the lo
and global measures as a function of the buoyancy driv
parameter, the Rayleigh number Ra, and the Prandtl num
Pr. It has long been the expectation that both local and glo
properties should scale as RagPrd. A comprehensive scaling
theory @2,3#, partly validated by precise experiments@4–6#,
has emerged as the leading candidate in describing the v
tion of global properties in convection cells that are as bro
as they are high. These experiments measured the globa
transport and showed that it is better described by the cr
over scaling theory of Grossmann and Lohse~GL! @2,3# than
by pure power laws.

In the framework of the GL theory, the Ra-Pr parame
space is partitioned into ten regimes depending on the r
tive boundary layer and bulk dissipations and the therm
and viscous boundary layer length scales. For each reg
power-law scaling exponents for the heat transport and
mean large-scale circulation are calculated. Dominant cr
over effects from neighboring regimes modify pure pow
law scaling. At present, a comprehensive power-law sca
theory for turbulent fluctuations in the different regimes
absent. The theories that address the interior turbulent fl
tuations predict pure power-law scalings@7#. A second fea-
ture of turbulent convection is that the global heat transp
is a very weak function of Pr for Pr*1 and Ra*106. Ex-
periments for 3,Pr,35 and 107,Ra,1011 in approxi-
mately unit aspect ratio square and cylindrical cells show
decrease in the heat transport of only 2%@5,8# consistent
with the GL theory where significant crossover effects co
spire to result in a very weak Prandtl-number dependence
an independent study, extending the range to higher
;1350, it was found that the heat transport;Pr20.03 when
described by a power law@6#.

In this Rapid Communication, we demonstrate the lack
pure power-law scaling for the interior fluctuations by stud
ing the Ra dependence of the fluctuations at various Pr.
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pure power-law scaling of the interior fluctuations;RagPrd,
the exponentsg andd should be constants. We find for th
temperature fluctuations, however, thatg5g(Pr) and d
5d(Ra). In addition, our measurements of the interior flu
tuations as a function of Pr at constant Ra52.03109 show
that the fluctuations decay strongly with Pr in contrast to
very weak Pr variation of the heat transport.

We measured the temperature and vertical velocity at
center of a large cylindrical convection cell@9#. Our appara-
tus is described in detail in Ref.@10#. In brief, the plexiglas
cell had diameterD520.9 cm, heightd526.4 cm, which
defines the aspect ratioG[D/d50.79. The top and bottom
cell boundary were anodized aluminum plates. The top p
was temperature regulated to within60.003 °C and constan
heater power was supplied to the bottom plate. A tempera
differenceDT was maintained across the layer, resulting in
Rayleigh number Ra5gad3DT/nk, whereg is the accelera-
tion of gravity, a is the thermal expansion coefficient,n is
the kinematic viscosity andk is the thermal diffusivity of the
fluid. The measured temperature difference across the fl
was corrected for the thermal conductivity of the aluminu
and the anodized aluminum coating. The convection cell w
insulated on the vertical and horizontal surfaces with lay
of solid foam and fiberglass insulation. The rms temperat
fluctuationssT were measured using a glass encapsula
semiconductor thermistor which was positioned at the c
center to within 1 mm. Each time sequence consisted
576–768 K data points sampled at 16.67 Hz. Variation of
signal correlated with variations in room temperature w
corrected by subtracting a linear trend over 8 K point inter-
vals. Although this procedure changed the overall magnit
of the rms fluctuations, it did not affect the trend with respe
to Ra. We normalize the temperature fluctuations byDT. The
rms vertical velocity fluctuationssV were determined using
a commercial Laser Doppler velocimetry system. Each ti
sequence consisted of 64–128 K data points sample
16.67 Hz at the cell center. We normalizesV by n/d.

We varied the mean temperature of our cell betwe
18.9–60.2 °C when it was filled with distilled water. Th
corresponding range of Pr5n/k was 7.22–2.99. We ex
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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tended our Pr-number range by using a 20% by mass s
tion of glycerol in water@11#. In this case a variation of the
mean temperature between 22.4–58.9 °C corresponded
Pr range of 12.32–5.46. As we show below, our data
5.46<Pr<7.22, which is the Pr overlap between the wa
and 20% glycerol-water solution are barely distinguisha
suggesting that mixture effects that dominate convec
close to onset are unimportant at higher Ra@12#. The maxi-
mum temperature difference was 9.52 °C, small enough
that the deviations from Boussinesq conditions were ins
nificant both in water and in 20% glycerol-water solution

The normalized rms temperature fluctuationssT /DT are
shown in Fig. 1~a! as a function of Ra at various 3.25<Pr
<9.99. Assuming that a single power lawsT /DT;RagPrd

models the data, we have determined the exponentg at the
various Pr. Since Prd is a constant, we expect thatg should
be independent of Pr, i.e., the lines in Fig. 1~a! should be
parallel. Our data show that the power-law fits have v
different exponents ranging fromg(Pr53.25)520.05
60.02 to g(Pr59.99)520.1960.02. The variation ing
implies the lack of pure power-law scaling.

In Fig. 2, we show experimentally measured and num
cally computed values ofg at various Pr. The exponentg is
the same whether measured in water (Pr55.4760.01, g5
20.1060.02) or in the 20% glycerol-water solution (P
55.4660.01, g520.1160.02) indicating that turbulen
convection in the solution is not modified by mixture or co
centration effects. Our measurements are also in agree
with the measurements by other researchers in cylindr
water cells at Pr55.4 @15# and Pr57.0 @16#. The results from

FIG. 1. Normalized rms~a! temperature fluctuationssT /DT and
~b! velocity fluctuationssVd/n vs Ra measured at the cell center f
selected Pr. In~a! Pr53.25 (s), 4.24 (d), 6.49 (h), and 9.99
(j). In ~b! Pr55.46 (m), 6.48 (h), and 9.99 (j). All lines are
power-law fits to the data.
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a stochastic one-dimensional model@17# for Pr,6 and Pr
.8 are in disagreement with our measurements. Never
less, their results show that the exponent is not constant
varies nontrivially with Pr. Notwithstanding errors in nu
merical evaluation, it appears that the exponent is a mo
tonically decreasing function of Pr withg520.33 at Pr
52750. Given the error bars on theh andL in Fig. 2, we
cannot conclude that the numerical simulations@18# show Pr
dependence, however, we cannot discount it either. Two
oretical predictions for pure power-law scaling argue for e
ponentsg521/9 @7,19# andg521/7 @7,20,21#. The experi-
mental resolution is insufficient to distinguish between the
values and they are consistent with experiments for Pr;0.7
and for 5,Pr,7. Between 0.7,Pr,5 and for Pr.7, the
theoretical predictions are inconsistent with our experimen
measurements. The solid line in Fig. 2 illustrates the trend
g from the experimental data. The maximum ing suggests a
simple scenario in which there are three Pr-number regim
a small Pr regime whereg'21/7, an intermediatePr re-
gimeg;0 and a large Pr regime whereg,21/5. Given the
error bars on the experimental measurements ofg, we can-
not make conclusive statements as to the precise Pr de
dence and of the location of the maximum. It is evide
however, thatg5g(Pr) which precludes pure power-law
scaling.

Assuming that a single power lawsVd/n;RalPrv mod-
els the normalized rms vertical velocity data, we have de
mined the exponentl at Pr55.46,6.48, and 9.99. The re
evant data is presented in Fig. 1~b!. We found thatl50.50
60.03,0.4960.04, and 0.4660.03, respectively. Indepen
dent measurements made by other researchers in a sq
cell using SF6 at d/4 from the bottom show that for 27,Pr
,93, l50.4360.02 and for Pr5190, l50.34 @22#. In our
experiments, the variation inl is insufficient to conclude
thatl5l(Pr). However, given the small range in Pr and t
monotonic trend in the best fit value ofl, we cannot con-

FIG. 2. The power-law scaling exponentg for the normalized
temperature fluctuations at the cell center vs Pr. Present work
water (s) and in 20% glycerol-water solution (d). Experiments in
cylindrical helium cells:¹ ~Refs. @13,14#!. Other experiments in
cylindrical water cells:n ~Ref. @15#! and j ~Ref. @16#!. Results
from a stochastic model are shown in! ~Ref. @17#!, and from nu-
merical simulationsh andL ~Ref. @18#!. The solid line is a guide
to the eye illustrating the trend through the data. Dashed lines c
nect the results from numerical models and simulations with
same geometry.
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clude Pr independence either. The case for Pr depend
and therefore against pure power-law scaling can be m
more strongly by combining our results with those of t
square geometry SF6 experiment described above. As wi
the theoretical predictionssT /DT, the predictions forsVd/n
call for pure power-law scaling with exponentsl54/9 @7,19#
and l53/7 @7,20,21#; whereas numerically the experimen
and the theories are consistent, the systematic variationl
with Pr suggests that pure power-law scaling is an in
equate description of the Ra dependence of the interior fl
tuations.

In other experiments we systematically varied Pr by va
ing the mean temperature of the cell at approximately c
stant Ra'23109. Since Ra was not constant between e
periments at different Pr, we rescaledsT /DT andsVd/n to
Ra52.03109. The rescaling factor was given by (2
3109/Raexpt)

g,l, whereg andl are the Pr-dependent expo
nents determined in the experiments at constant Pr discu
above. Suitable interpolation and extrapolation of theg and
l data were performed to approximate the exponents o
2.9,Pr,12.4. In these experiments Ra varied betwe
(1.73–2.29)3109. The resulting rescaling factors fo
sT /DT averaged 1% and were bounded by62.5%. For
sVd/n the rescaling factors averaged 2% and were boun
below by23.5% and above by 6.5%. Our Ra-compensat
procedure results in corrections to the uncompensated
that are less than the scatter in each set. We plot the resc
sT /DT and sVd/n at numerous values of Pr in Fig. 3. W
obtain a significant overlap between the data acquired in

FIG. 3. The normalized fluctuations~a! sT /DT and ~b! sVd/n
vs Pr rescaled to Ra52.03109 as described in the text. Thes (h)
are measurements made in water~20% glycerol-water solution!. In
~a! n (m) are data rescaled to Ra51.15 (3.0)3109. The n (m)
symbols are displaced by 0.001 (20.001) to make them easily vis
ible. All lines are power-law fits to the data.
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ter and that in 20% glycerol-water solution for 5.46,Pr
,7.22 for both the temperature and velocity fluctuatio
thus reiterating our claim that the effects of solutal conc
tration gradients are insignificant in turbulent convection.

We fit our data under the assumption of pure power-l
scaling:sT /DT;RagPrd andsVd/n;RalPrv. We find rea-
sonable power-law fits to the data withd520.3860.04 and
v520.8060.03. Given that the range in Pr is less than
factor of 5, we do not advocate the validity of the fits beyo
the range in Pr. In contrast with heat transport, a global pr
erty, which varies by a mere 2% over a similar range in
the interior fluctuations are strongly Pr dependent with te
perature fluctuations decreasing by;45% and velocity fluc-
tuations by ;68%. The classical theoretical prediction
from pure power-law scaling models call ford521/3 and
v522/3 @7,19#. Mixing zone and sheared boundary lay
theories predictd523/7 andv525/7 @7,20,21#. Due to the
short range of Pr of our data, we cannot make any assert
about the experimentally measured exponents, but, it app
that our measurements are closer to the predictions of
mixing zone and sheared boundary layer theories than to
classical theory.

Analogous to the Pr dependence of the Ra-scaling ex
nentsg andl, which was our primary argument for demon
strating that power-law scaling cannot describe the inte
fluctuations, measurements of the Ra-dependence of the
scaling exponentsd andv would further strengthen that con

FIG. 4. The ~a! frequency power spectra and~b! probability
distribution functions of interior temperature fluctuation (T
2^T&)/sT . The three lines in~a! and symbols in~b! correspond to
Pr53.0,6.5,10.0. All data are at Ra'3.03109.
1-3
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clusion. With much less data than at Ra'2.03109, we
have measuredsT /DT at six values of Pr and at Ra'1.15
3109 and 3.03109. These data are also shown in Fig. 3~a!.
The power-law fits gived520.3460.06 at Ra51.153109

andd520.5360.05 at Ra53.03109. Hence, we conclude
that d5d(Ra).

Whereas the rms temperature and vertical velocity fl
tuations show significant variation with Pr, the frequen
power spectra and probability distribution functions~PDFs!
appear to be independent of Pr. In Fig. 4, we show the
quency power spectra and PDFs of the temperature fluc
tion (T2^T&) normalized by the rms valuesT at Ra'3.0
3109 and for Pr53.0,6.5,10.0. There is no systematic var
tion with Pr for both the power spectra and the PDFs.
also find that the power spectra and PDFs for the vert
velocity fluctuations are independent of Pr despite the la
variation in the rms values.

We have systematically measured the rms values of
temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations at the cente
a cylindrical convection cell of approximately unit aspe
ratio. If the power-law scalingssT /DT;RagPrd and
sVd/n;RalPrv are correct models for the interior fluctua
tions then this separation into Ra-dependent and
dependent parts can be tested. We have determined the
,

th
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rt
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scaling exponentsg and l at several Pr and the Pr-scalin
exponentd at three values of Ra. Our data show thatg and
l vary with Pr and thatd varies with Ra. This unexpecte
behavior begs a reexamination of the assumption of
power-law scalings. A possible scenario is that there are s
eral regimes in the Ra-Pr parameter space with different
ponents. Hence, long-range crossover effects would al
the exponents to change smoothly as Ra and Pr are varie
has been demonstrated in the experiments and models of
transport@2–5#. Although such a comprehensive crossov
scaling theory for the interior fluctuations is lacking, we ca
however, conclude from our data that pure power-law sca
is inadequate. It remains a possibility that power-law sc
ings may exist at Ra in excess of 1010 or for aspect ratios
larger than unity, regions not accessed by our experime
We have also demonstrated that the rms temperature
vertical velocity are sensitive to small changes in Pr
marked contrast to the behavior of heat transport, po
spectra, and PDFs.
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